Meet Crystal.

She is into fine lines, detail, the arts.
She is art and muse.
She throws an incredible dinner party
and becomes a conversation piece.
She is style. She is substance.
She’s stainless, drainless, and utterly flawless.
More than beautiful. Beyond stunning.
Her allure is a force.

Crystal sinks are available in a range of sizes.
MODERN DESIGN
Crystal’s unique combination of stainless steel and glass is not only an artful blend of materials, but its beauty shines through its utility. Zero radius corners. Invisible drain. Changing functionality. Enduring silk finish. In form and function, sink design has been taken to a new level.

SOUND DAMPENING SYSTEM
A sound dampening system absorbs and reduces the noise caused by a garbage disposal or running water, making Crystal elegant, even sonically.

REVERSIBLE INSTALLATION
Makes herself at home in any kitchen. Crystal’s invisible drain is located on the side of the sink bowl and can be installed with either a left or right side drain hole (single bowl sinks only) while allowing for more room beneath the sink.

ACCESSORIES
Colander
Fits on the ledge of the sink, making it perfect for rinsing or draining vegetables, fruit, and pasta.

Roller Mat
Ideal for drying dishes, protecting surfaces from hot cookware, or rinsing and drying produce.

Wooden Cutting Board
Fits on the sink ledge to create a new workspace. Discard peels and stems directly into the waste disposer.

ARTFUL EXPRESSION
Expert performance meets artistic flair in Crystal’s functionality. Designed with beauty in mind, water cascades along a durable, removable drain cover of the sink as it disappears into the invisible drain. Available in stainless steel, white shatterproof glass, or black shatterproof glass, this drain cover is easily removed for cleaning, and sits perfectly in place in the sink.
A GLASS ACT
Crystal meets her match in the coordinating faucet, featuring a sleek glass base, available in black or white glass, or pristine stainless steel.

The flexible metal spring hose provides maximum flexibility reaching every corner of the sink.

The strong magnetic holder always keeps the flexible hose in the correct position after every use.

*She is water conscious—*
Crystal’s faucet meets California standards for water conservation, 1.75 GPM. She’s expertly built with sharp lines, sleek corners, a coil cord, and a soft spray that never bruises fruits or vegetables.